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DatelineMexico

by Josefina Menendez

Violence in Puebla
Some Mexicans are beginning to

The PAN party revealed its colors in the Puebla elections: yet the
financial press says the party must have a larger role.
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nightfall, according to some observ
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been destroyed. Only the presence of

the army in some polling places pre
vented more serious disorders.
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This "escape valve" theory is now

coursing through the whisper circuits
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One of the reasons Puebla-un

loa-was the scene of this rampage is

ruling party and the country needs an

of the Mexican bureaucracy, thanks to
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like the sites of previous PAN defeats
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The PAN nevertheless lost to the

governing PRI party.
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"Democracy must be broadened, par

ticularly when the crisis deepens, since

pluralism is the only way to ventilate
divergent opinions."
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